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By the run on toilet paper one would think people must be
using it as a form of sustenance. Comparably, frozen food
sounds like a great alternative. But, if you’ve been to a
grocery store lately, you’ve probably found the frozen food



counters baron sans a weird shrimp gumbo or other less 
delectable fare as people stock up for what is guaranteed to 
be a 14-day quarantine that may last up to four months or 
more!

Not to panic, the powers that be promise there’s not a food 
shortage, grocery stores will remain open and their stocks 
will be replenished. Nonetheless, our survivor mentality 
propels us to prepare and have enough food to ensure we’re 
well fed for two weeks or more. The easiest way to do that— 
frozen food.

Since there are a lot of misconceptions about frozen food, 
and the microwaves we often use to heat it, we consulted a 
panel of nutritionists to give us some facts, tips and 
suggestions.

Frozen Food Can Be Healthier Than
Fresh Food

We’re not talking about fried chicken, but frozen fruit,
produce and even fish will often be fresher than if you
bought it fresh because they’re flash frozen just after being
picked, caught or harvested.



“From a nutritional standpoint, sometimes frozen food is 
even better than fresh because it’s picked at its peak 
ripeness,” says Bonnie Taub-Dix, RDN and author of “Read 
It Before You Eat It.” “It travels to us frozen so it’s not 
spending a lot of time exposed to the temperature within 
the trucks and then it's displayed in the supermarket for 
days (or longer) in the produce aisle,” She tells us. “Frozen 
fruit can also be purchased out of season and easily stored 
in the freezer for spontaneous healthy meals. Frozen 
strawberries, for example, can be used in smoothies, cold 
soups and desserts, supplying a wealth of nutrients 
including vitamin C, potassium, folate and fiber to improve 
heart health, support brain health and reduce the risk of 
some cancers.”

Blueberries are another one of the frozen food aisle 
superfoods. “There’s actually research that shows frozen 
fruits and vegetables have the same or greater nutritional 
value than the fresh versions,” says Amy Gorin, MS, RDN, a 
registered dietitian nutritionist in New York City. Citing 
examples she says, “Wild blueberries are grown during the 
summer and 99 percent of wild blueberries are quickly 
frozen within 24 hours of harvest. This locks in their 
nutrition so that they boast twice the antioxidants of 
regular blueberries and have an intense flavor.”

Maria Sorbara Mora, founder of Integrated Eating Dietetics-



Nutrition PLLC agrees, saying, “Fruits such as blueberries 
increase their antioxidant activity almost 30 percent after 
three weeks of being frozen — and they’re more cost 
effective.” Referencing her own recent trip to the grocery 
store she says, “I went to Trader Joe’s today and bought 
both frozen and fresh blueberries. A 12oz bag of frozen 
blueberries was $2.49 and an 11oz container of fresh 
blueberries were $3.99.”

Frozen food is also not being handled to gauge ripeness by 
possibly dozens of (potentially unwashed) hands.

Check the Labels: Sodium and Sugar
Are Bad

A downside of some food in the frozen food aisle is frozen
meals are often packed with an exorbitant amount of
sodium and sugar, even things you wouldn’t readily suspect
such as fruits and vegetables.

“Not all frozen foods are the same,” warns Taub-Dix. “Some
vegetables come with sauce packed with sodium and fat
and some frozen fruits are packed with syrup and sugars.
The best thing to do is always check food labels and make
sure that if you’re buying broccoli for example, the only
ingredient is broccoli.”



Chef and nutritionist Serena Poon agrees and says, “Steer
clear of anything that has been highly processed, seek out
labels that have a short list of ingredients, ideally five or less
and all things that you can pronounce.

The experts all agree that sodium count and amount of
sugar are the key points to gauge whether a frozen dinner is
bad for you. These are some specific offenders that are
often mistaken for being a healthy alternative.

Pre-Made Meals to Avoid

Special K Sausage Egg Flatbread

Don’t let the ‘Special K’ name fool you, Mora says to beware

https://www.serenaloves.com/
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of the 700 milligrams of sodium as a start to your day. 

Banquet Meatloaf Meal

“This meal contains 1350 milligrams of sodium, that’s 59 
percent of the daily value in just one meal!” Gorin says. 
Enough said.

Lean Cuisine Herb Roasted Chicken



At 170 calories this may sound like a good choice, but Mora 
says, “It’s way too low in calories and not enough food for a 
meal; it’s more of a side dish.”

Hungry-Man Roasted Carved White Meat 
Turkey



Gorin says, “You might think a meal with turkey would be 
healthy, but this one contains 1310 milligrams of sodium, 
more than half a day’s worth!”

Pre-Made Meals We Recommend

If you’re a nutrition novice looking to buy something beyond
a basic bag of broccoli, but want to avoid common
offenders, these options are a great place to start stocking
up.

Caulipower Pizzas



Available in varieties from veggie to turkey pepperoni, these 
pizzas are low calorie, low-fat and even the crust is a 
vegetable. Half a pizza and a salad makes a great meal. 

Daily Harvest



Delivered to your door, Daily Harvest has a large selection of 
fruit and veggie packed smoothies that just need to be 
popped in a blender and soups that heat up in minutes. 

Amy’s Bowls Brown Rice & Vegetables

Amy’s Light in Sodium products raves from our experts 
across the board. Gorin says, “I really like Amy’s provides 
plant-based options that are light in sodium, this meal 
contains just 220 milligrams [or] 10 percent of the daily 
value.”

Trader Joe’s Yellow Jackfruit Curry with 
Jasmine Rice



“This meal is a great option for vegan eaters,” Gorin says 
about another frozen favorite. “It has a nice spicy curry 
flavor, filling fiber and a good amount of satiating protein.” 

Good News: Your Microwave Isn’t Bad
For You

There’s a lot of doomsday conspiracies out there that
microwaves are bad for you. People will say at best they
nuke the nutrients from your food and at worst they’ll kill
you.

Our experts unanimously disagree. Mora even says using a
microwave may help retain nutrients in some food since



many forms of cooking we’re used to leach nutrients from 
food.

“Microwave steaming preserves the nutrients in food better 
because there’s less water and cooking time is reduced.” 
She adds, “Some research suggests trypsin inhibitors in 
beans are destroyed during microwaving, making the bean 
itself more absorbable and digestible.”

But, while Taub-Dix agrees “Fruits and veggies that are 
cooked in liquids by conventional means (boiling) may 
cause loss of nutrients into the liquid, whereas heated in the 
microwave those nutrients are retained,” she says to be 
cautious of about the container and time food is heated in 
the microwave. Plastic can melt and become toxic in a 
microwave. “Glass is the best,” Taub-Dix says. “Make sure 
food is heated to the proper temperature to prevent bacteria 
growth.”

Or you could just heat your frozen food in a pot or skillet. “I 
don’t have any problem with microwaves, Taub-Dix says, 
“but personally I like the sounds, sizzles and smells
(especially sautéed garlic) of cooking on the stovetop versus 
a microwave.

Grand gestures of cooking might not be for everyone, but 
that doesn’t mean you have to sacrifice your health for the 
frozen alternatives. Remembering that avoiding added salt



and sugar will remedy most of what’s wrong with most 
frozen foods is the first step to finding the right quick-fix 
meals for you.
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